“CML offers valuable and affordable training opportunities year-round that provide municipal officials with knowledge on a variety of cutting-edge topics. Through MUNIVERSITY, my fellow elected officials and I are able to visibly demonstrate the commitment we have made to expand our knowledge base to serve our citizens to the very best of our abilities.”

— Northglenn Mayor Pro Tem
Carol Dodge
CML MUNIversity

The Colorado Municipal League (CML) believes that those elected municipal officials investing time and resources to participate in educational events, in an effort to increase their knowledge of municipal government and enhance their capacity to lead, should be recognized. For this reason, in 1991 the CML Executive Board created an Elected Officials Leadership Training Program, now known as CML MUNIversity.

Program basics:

There are three levels to the program:
- **Fundamental level** (achieved by reaching 30 credits)
- **Leadership level** (achieved by reaching 60 credits)
- **Graduate level** (achieved by reaching 100 credits)

Benefits of reaching each level:

**The Fundamental Level**
- Recognition in the CML Newsletter
- Invitation to wear ribbon displaying achievement and acknowledgement with presentation of award at the CML annual conference
- Acknowledgement in the CML annual conference program
- Press release to local media

**The Leadership Level**
- Recognition in the CML Newsletter
- Invitation to wear ribbon displaying achievement and acknowledgement with presentation of award at the CML annual conference
- Acknowledgement in CML annual conference program
- Press release to local media

**The Graduate Level**
- Recognition in the CML Newsletter
- Invitation to wear ribbon displaying achievement and acknowledgement with presentation of award at the CML annual conference
- Acknowledgement in CML annual conference program
- Press release to local media
- Special opportunities to provide input to CML for future training events
- Name on permanent plaque in CML offices
- Token of appreciation from CML

For more information or questions about MUNIversity, contact Lisa White, Membership Services Manager, at lwhite@cml.org, 303.831.6411 / 866.578.0936.